Contraction

Contraction refers to phonological processes by which a sequence of sounds that constitutes one or more words is reduced or fused (Trask 1996:92). The reduction may be accompanied by additional changes of the sound segments; these changes usually belong to the family of lenition processes (Kuo 2010, Bauer 1988). From the perspective of the process itself, contraction in Chinese does not differ notably from contraction in other languages. In a similar way in which Latin atque "and also" can be reduced to ac, Classical Chinese zhīyú 之於 "this at" can be reduced to zhū 諸 (Mandarin character readings are given for convenience here; the earlier readings were, of course, quite different, as will be clarified below). However, due to the monosyllabicity of most of its morphemes (Norman 1988:138) and the morpheme-syllabic character of its writing system (Chao 1968:102), Chinese shows specific characteristics regarding the perception of contraction. Thus, contraction is more prominently perceived if it results in syllable reduction, although this is not a necessary consequence of the process. This is also reflected in the literature where syllable contraction (Tseng 2008), also called syllable fusion (Kennedy 1940), or syllable merger (Duanmu 2000:302f), is the most frequently discussed instance of contraction, and fusion words (words resulting from the fusion of two or more syllables) are the most frequently given examples.

Nevertheless, there are many cases in spoken Chinese where sound sequences are reduced but no syllable reduction occurs. Thus, Standard Chinese jídé 記得 "remember" is often realized as [ti²³o¹] instead of [ti³²ta³⁵], and xiānshēng 先生 "Mr." is often realized as [ciɛ⁵⁵ŋ⁵⁵] instead of [ciɛ⁵⁵ŋ⁵⁵] (Chung 2006:79). In both cases, the original number of syllables is retained in the contracted forms, and there is no change in written representation.

Fusion Words, Ligatures, and Portmanteaux

Due to the dominant role the writing system played and plays in the history of Chinese linguistics, fusion words are often confused with ligatures or portmanteau characters (Branner 2011). Fusion words are phenomena of the spoken language, while ligatures and portmanteau characters (or portmanteaux) are phenomena of the written language. Fusion words (Kennedy 1940, Norman 1988:86), also called allegro forms (Fowler 1990), or coalescent compounds (Tseng 2005), are
words that originated as a result of contraction, but were later lexicalized and usually also given a
distinct written representation. A ligature is a character formed from two separate characters which
refer to two separate monosyllables. It may either be read as one contracted form or as two separate
forms. An example is the ligature 銓 consisting of the characters ㄌ ㄌ "milli-" and 米 "meter"
(Branner 2011:74). As a written form of the word “millimeter”, it can be read as either ㄌ or as the
contracted form ㄌ. A portmanteau is a character that consist of two separate characters but
represents a single monosyllable, such as 歪, consisting of the characters 但 "not" and 正 "straight", which writes wāi "crooked" (Branner 2011:75). Both ligatures and portmanteaux are the
results of processes belonging to the domain of writing, while fusion words result from processes
belonging to the domain of phonetics and phonology, which are independent of their written
representation. In the Chinese literature, the problem of domain-distinction is reflected in the
discussion regarding the distinction between jiängci 兼詞 and hēyīnci 合音詞 (Lǐ 2011). The former
usually refers to any kind of "bimorphic" characters (Pulleyblank 1995:9) which denote a
complex meaning that would normally be expressed by means of two monosyllables (Xiāng
2007:129f). The latter is defined as the phonological merger of two or more syllables into one (Cuī
1994), hence corresponding directly to the term fusion words in the sense given above.

Reflection of Contraction in Writing

Given the morpheme-syllabic character of the Chinese writing system, there is no way to render
contracted forms in a regular manner. The phenomenon is therefore usually not reflected in writing.
In some cases, however, especially where syllable fusion is involved, the contracted forms may
become so common that they are perceived as being distinct from their original forms bisyllabic
forms and receive a written representation of their own, usually by repurposing an existing
character whose conventional pronunciation resembles that of the contracted form. Although these
fusion words are not very common, they can be attested in almost all stages of the history of
Chinese. Apart from several examples in Classical Chinese, such as pō 陂 MCphaX "cannot" from
būkē 不可 MCpjut-khaX, or sā 仨 MCsa "three (persons)" from sānge 三個 MC sam-kaH (Tseng
2005; Middle Chinese readings follow Baxter 1992; for phonological details of ancient
contractions, see below), there are also contractions that developed more recently and are found in
the modern standard language, such as bèng 雨 "need not" from bùyòng 不用 or liǎ 倆 "two" from liǎngge 兩個 (Zhōu 2011). The written representation of fusion words is also quite popular in dialect writing. As an example, consider cases such as Xiǎnmén 厦門 [liap⁵] 廿 "twenty" which is a merger of 二十 [li²tsap⁵], or Píngyáo 平遙 [ŋa⁵] 哩 "we" which is a merger of [ŋʌ²⁵maŋ⁴⁵] 我們 (data taken from Hòu 2004). Contractions that aren’t conventionalized can be found in unofficial written forms used in informal written communication (internet chat, SMS, blog posts). An example is Taiwan Mandarin zhèyàngzi 這樣子 "in this way" whose contracted form jiàngzi 是 often written as jiàngzi 醬子, employing the characters for "sauce" + {nominal suffix} (Chung 2006:71, Tseng 2005:236f). It is possible that such contractions will eventually be conventionalized and become part of the standard written language.

Perception of Contraction

Despite being common in all varieties of Chinese, contraction is seldom recognized by speakers (Chung 2006:70). Thus, although in most situations Chinese wǒmen 我們 "we" is realized as [wom²¹⁴] in Standard Chinese (Duanmu 2000:303), or as [xan⁵⁴] in the Dē ngfêng 登封 dialect (Fāng 2012:65), only a few speakers are probably aware of the fact that they pronounce the respective word as one syllable. One possible reason for speakers' lack of awareness regarding contraction phenomena lies in the highly restricted syllable structure of Chinese language varieties. Due to the syllabic character of the Chinese writing system, only those forms that have regularly attested syllable shapes can be easily reflected in writing. Since contracted forms may be phonotactically unusual, many forms, such as Standard Chinese [pʰæi⁵¹] < bùhùi 不會 "can't be", or [tə.⁵¹⁰] < dàjīa 大家 (Duanmu 2000:303), cannot be rendered in the written language and are therefore also less easily recognized by speakers (Tseng 2005:250f).

Phonetic and Phonological Aspects

So far, research on contraction in Chinese linguistics has mainly focused on the reflection of the phenomenon in the writing system. In recent phonetic and phonological work, however, the focus has begun to shift from the written to the spoken language. Thus, laboratory experiments on
contraction in Taiwan Mandarin suggest a gradient character of the phenomenon. Apparently, contraction depends on duration and only occurs if the speed of speech exceeds a certain threshold (Chen 2009). In phonology, much attention has been paid to the processes which drive and accompany the input and output of contraction. The most common model to deal with contraction in Chinese is the so-called edge-in model (Yip 1988). According to this model, the phonetic appearance of the output syllable is derived by a combination of the sound segments of the input syllables, starting from the outermost segments (edges) and proceeding to the inner segments (Yip 1988:553). As an example, consider Wūhàn 武漢 [sȧ43kuo] 啥個 "who?" and its uncontracted form [s73n42kuo] 是哪個 (data taken from Hóu 2004). The output is derived from the initial of the first syllable and the final of the second syllable, including its tone: [s] + [ȧ43]. However, not all cases of contraction follow this principle directly. The Mǐn 闽 dialects notably show patterns of syllable contraction where the derivation of the new syllable's nucleus varies, sometimes being based on the left input syllable, sometimes on the right. This can be seen from examples such as Southern Mǐn of Táibēi [tou55ui33] 倒位 "where", where the nucleus of the left syllable prevails in the contracted form [toi51], as opposed to [bu58to33] 舞蹈 "dance" where the nucleus of the right syllable prevails in the contracted form [buo55] (forms taken from Myers and Li 2009). In order to account for these differences, scholars have proposed enhanced versions of the edge-in model. In these models the nucleus selection is directed by additional parameters, especially by vowel sonority (Hsu 2003, see Li and Myers 2005 for an Optimality-Theoretic account). However, these proposals are still incapable of explaining cases, like the above-mentioned contraction of Standard Chinese wōmen 我們 "we" to [wom214]. Alternative approaches have therefore emphasized the discourse-related characteristics of contraction. Assuming that the main intention of a speaker is to be understood, even when speaking fast, the speaker will try to make sure that contracted forms keep a certain degree of transparency, preserving the perceptual distinctiveness of the input syllables regardless of where they occur in the input forms (Tseng 2005 and 2008). According to this view, the advantage of [wom214] is that the overall phonetic similarity between [wo31män4] and [wom214] is greater than for other possible candidates (such as, for example, [wän214]). Although the form is not in concordance with Standard Chinese phonotactics, it is given preference by speakers since it can more easily be identified with its source than can alternative contractions.
**Historical Aspects**

As mentioned above, fusion words are attested in all historical stages of Chinese. However, due to the specific character of the Chinese writing system, the presence of contractions is obscured in several ways. While on-going contractions are rather unlikely to be reflected in writing, lexicalized contractions are masked as monosyllabic morphemes if they are written by a single character. It is therefore not always easy to prove that the word denoted by a given character is indeed a result of contraction. Thus, only a few fusion words, such as, for example, Classical Chinese zhū 諸 Old Chinese (OC) *ta "this at" < zhū 之 OC *tə "it" + yú 於 OC *ʔa "at" (OC forms follow Baxter & Sagart 2011), or ēr 耳 OC *ʔə "that’s all" < ēr 耳 OC *ʔə "and" + yī 已 OC *ʔə "already", are well-accepted. Other cases, such as, Classical Chinese yān 頤 OC *ʔən "thereupon", are controversially discussed in the literature (Fowler 1990, Goldin 2003, Pulleyblank 2003).
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